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QUESTION 1

A data engineer needs to determine whether to use the built-in Databricks Notebooks versioning or version their project
using Databricks Repos. 

Which of the following is an advantage of using Databricks Repos over the Databricks Notebooks versioning? 

A. Databricks Repos automatically saves development progress 

B. Databricks Repos supports the use of multiple branches 

C. Databricks Repos allows users to revert to previous versions of a notebook 

D. Databricks Repos provides the ability to comment on specific changes 

E. Databricks Repos is wholly housed within the Databricks Lakehouse Platform 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A dataset has been defined using Delta Live Tables and includes an expectations clause: 

CONSTRAINT valid_timestamp EXPECT (timestamp > \\'2020-01-01\\') ON VIOLATION DROP ROW 

What is the expected behavior when a batch of data containing data that violates these constraints is processed? 

A. Records that violate the expectation are dropped from the target dataset and loaded into a quarantine table. 

B. Records that violate the expectation are added to the target dataset and flagged as invalid in a field added to the
target dataset. 

C. Records that violate the expectation are dropped from the target dataset and recorded as invalid in the event log. 

D. Records that violate the expectation are added to the target dataset and recorded as invalid in the event log. 

E. Records that violate the expectation cause the job to fail. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A data engineer needs to create a table in Databricks using data from their organization\\'s existing SQLite database.
They run the following command: 
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Which of the following lines of code fills in the above blank to successfully complete the task? 

A. org.apache.spark.sql.jdbc 

B. autoloader 

C. DELTA 

D. sqlite 

E. org.apache.spark.sql.sqlite 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

A data engineer runs a statement every day to copy the previous day\\'s sales into the table transactions. Each day\\'s
sales are in their own file in the location "/transactions/raw". 

Today, the data engineer runs the following command to complete this task: 

After running the command today, the data engineer notices that the number of records in table transactions has not
changed. Which of the following describes why the statement might not have copied any new records into the table? 

A. The format of the files to be copied were not included with the FORMAT_OPTIONS keyword. 

B. The names of the files to be copied were not included with the FILES keyword. 

C. The previous day\\'s file has already been copied into the table. 

D. The PARQUET file format does not support COPY INTO. 

E. The COPY INTO statement requires the table to be refreshed to view the copied rows. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5
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A data engineer wants to schedule their Databricks SQL dashboard to refresh once per day, but they only want the
associated SQL endpoint to be running when it is necessary. 

Which of the following approaches can the data engineer use to minimize the total running time of the SQL endpoint
used in the refresh schedule of their dashboard? 

A. They can ensure the dashboard\\'s SQL endpoint matches each of the queries\\' SQL endpoints. 

B. They can set up the dashboard\\'s SQL endpoint to be serverless. 

C. They can turn on the Auto Stop feature for the SQL endpoint. 

D. They can reduce the cluster size of the SQL endpoint. 

E. They can ensure the dashboard\\'s SQL endpoint is not one of the included query\\'s SQL endpoint. 

Correct Answer: C 
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